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Abstract: Volatile memory plays a major role in live memory 

investigation, for the analysis of volatile memory, most of the 

investigators use Volatility Framework. In this paper, we are 

going to present how to extract the RAM memory from the 

suspected systems also preserving it using data acquisition tools 

and a Web GUI application using Volatility Framework. 

It also displays the extracted data as tables in the web page. It 

creates an easy approach for the investigators to do analysis by 

extracting the information from the volatile memory and also 

exporting that information as SQLite tables. 

Index Terms: Digital Forensics; Volatile memory; 

Non-Volatile; RAM Dump; Artifact; Acquisition 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  The investigation of volatile memory became more crucial 

than normal digital assets. The reason is that the RAM 

contains so many artifacts that tell about the running system. 

By extracting the RAM dump, it is possible to find more or 

less 70% of the information that relates to the purpose of 

investigation. Only by following the procedure to extract the 

RAM memory from the suspected system, it can be done.  

This Dump contains lots of information like Running 

processes and services, System information, Data about 

logged in users, Registry details, network connections, 

Running malicious codes. 

Volatility framework is a widely used open source tool for 

the extraction of artifacts from the dump and also gives 

instant output. But what happens is it only works in CLI 

(Command Level Interface), that means for every artifact 

that we need to extract from, we have to give the command 

and then only it shows the data in the terminal itself. Most of 

the investigators get shorthanded with the disability of using 

complex commands in CLI. Therefore, the valuable tool 

became unused by investigators and one more problem is a 

correlation of extracted data and saving it. 

This paper presents a Web Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

and extension for the volatility framework. Which can 

overcome the problems mentioned above and make the 

process of investigation easier. GUI can also use to correlate 

the output from the dump and creates a format to save the 

date. 

This paper is enclosed with the following topics, what is 
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Digital Forensics, steps to follow in the process of 

investigation, the difference between volatile and 

non-volatile  

memory, memory dump acquisition, working with GUI. 

II. DIGITAL FORENSICS 

Digital forensics is a part of normal crime forensics where 

it is useful is whenever the system or any digital assets is a 

part of a crime. Doing an investigation on digital devices like 

computers, mobiles, digital gadgets like smartwatches, iPads, 

cameras, etc. 

Digital forensics has also divided into sub-branches based 

on the type of digital assets like Mobile Forensics, Computer 

Forensics, Malware Forensics, Cloud Forensics, Network 

Forensics, Memory forensics, etc., all these are part of 

Forensics investigation. 

The main motive of digital forensics is the extraction of 

data that is stored in digital format and making it 

understandable and protecting the data from tampering and 

storing the data for investigation. 

III. STEPS TO FOLLOW IN DIGITAL FORENSICS 

 
Fig 1: Digital Forensics Process 

Fig:1 shows the process of digital forensics. The first step is 

Data Acquisition. In this step, we need to collect the potential 

data from assets by cloning or imaging techniques. The 

digital devices that are considered as evidence are hard disks, 

mobile devices, memory cards, etc., from all these devices we 

need to extract. 

Note: Basically, there are two types of mirroring the data, 

Cloning, and Imaging. Cloning means creating the exact 

copy of the disk which can be used instantly without any 

conversions required. This type of copying is done mostly 

with the secondary storage devices like hard disks pen drives 

etc., 
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The imaging means, creating an image file which we can't 

use instantly because the file is in encrypted form, so we must 

process it first and then we can see the file in it. 

In the next step, the collected data need to be saved and 

protect from altering or tampering. It is accomplished by 

calculating the hash value of the evidence at the time of 

collection. 

Hashing algorithm plays a very important role to ensure 

evidence integrity. Since most digital forensic tools either 

uses MD5 and SHA hashing algorithm. There is a tool called 

HashCalc make this work for us to calculate the hash values 

of any file. 

 

 

Fig 2: Hash Calculator 

The third step is analysis. In this step the data is examined, 

what file and folders are present and registry values, events, 

etc., 

In the last step, generating the report about what found in 

the assets with the process and include the extracted 

information details. The report format is based on the 

requirement. 

IV. VOLATILE MEMORY AND NON-VOLATILE 

MEMORY 

Volatile memory is a type of memory where the entire data 

vanishes as soon as the power is OFF. This type of memory is 

also called temporary memory. The real time example of 

Volatile memory is RAM (Random Access Memory). 

Non-Volatile Memory is a type of memory that stores data 

permanently, the data is not lost even the power is turn OFF. 

Non-volatile memory is used for long time storage. The most 

common use of non-volatile storage is ROM or secondary 

storage like Hard disk, pen drive, memory cards, CD/DVD. 

V. MEMORY FORENSICS 

Memory Forensics also called live data forensics. It is 

defined as the process of analyzing volatile memory, The 

Live memory analysis includes investigation on advanced 

computer attack that managed to not to leave any traces on 

the system.  

VI. MEMORY DUMP ACQUISITION 

RAM memory acquisition is a very crucial part of Digital 

forensics. The investigator should rush to the system and 

start taking the dump before the system shutdown and use 

acquisition tools. There are so many open source RAM 

acquisition tools that helps to extract the RAM memory. 

The most using tool for extraction is FTK Imager. It is an 

open source and also trusted tool for RAM dump extraction 

and also many forensics works like cloning and imaging the 

hard disk. Using FTK Imager investigator can able to create 

local and remote system images. 

By using the FTK imager tool it creates a .mem file which 

is more size than the actual RAM of the system. Assume that 

the system ram is 2gb then the dump will be 2.5gb to 3gb and 

if RAM is 4gb then the dump may be 5gb to 6gb. 

 

 

Fig 3: FTK Imager 

FTK image can able to extract RAM from any version of 

windows operating system. It doesn't work for Linux or 

MAC. 

For Linux system memory extraction there is another tool 

called LiME (Linux memory extractor) which is an open 

source tool. 

VII. VOLATILITY FRAMEWORK 

Volatility is an open source memory forensics tool kit, it is 

developed in python. It can perform analysis on RAM dump 

from 32bit/64bit systems. It supports analysis for Windows, 

Linux and also for MAC, Android. It is capable of 

performing monitoring running processes by using data 

found in the RAM. It can also do process listing, ports, 

network connections, etc., from the dump. This framework 

provides better efficiency of forensics research. 

VIII. KEY FEATURES OF VOLATILITY 

FRAMEWORK 

1) It can perform Analysis of 32bit/64bit systems. 

2) It can run on window, Linux, MAC platforms that 

support Python 

3) It supports memory formats like 

4) Raw linear sample (dd) 

5) Hibernation file 

6) LiME format (when the dump is taken from Linux 

system) 
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7) Virtualbox Core Dumps, HPAK Format (FastDump), 

etc., 

8) It also supports Linux memory dump in raw or LiME 

formats. 

IX. WORKFLOW 

 
Fig 4: Work Flowchart of GUI 

The workflow structure makes easy to understand the 

extended GUI for volatility framework. From Windows or 

Linux or MAC operating systems, we extract the RAM dump 

files with respective tools and uploading those files to GUI. 

The Volatility Framework contains different types of plugins 

each one has its unique purpose. Now the plugins are 

accessing using python script and display on the Web page 

based on the OS type. 

Web GUI has a home page with a list of plugins along with 

a button to click. Then the plugin in runs in the backend and 

display its result on the page itself in a tabular format, also 

export the table to an SQLite database. 

X. WEB GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR 

VOLATILITY FRAMEWORK 

A. Installation Procedure: 

This tool can be used in any python supported operating 

system with preinstalled volatility framework. It is a portable 

tool and needs only one command to execute and start 

working with. 

 
Fig 5: GUI Initiation 

The given command executes the python script and hosts 

the web page locally, we can access it by using system IP 

address. 

B. Working with GUI 

 
Fig 6: GUI View 

From the above Fig 6, the GUI contains fields, file path 

(where the RAM dump file is saved), type of system (the 

version of OS), list of plugins (only plugins compatible with 

the OS type) and output view. 

XI. FUTURE SCOPE 

Till this tool can use for Windows OS only, by adding 

additional profiles for Linux and MAC into the volatility 

framework it is possible to do analysis on Linux and MAC 

also. 

XII. CONCLUSION 

Using this process of extraction of data from RAM dump, 

the further analysis makes easy and performance of 

investigation gets faster. Also, for people with less 

knowledge in volatility can also use this process in their 

investigation. 
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